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The Predistribution Agenda Tackling Inequality
New initiative seeks to put tackling inequality and creating shared prosperity for all at the heart of business’s agenda for sustainable growth.

WBCSD announces new Business Commission to Tackle Inequality
Addressing racial and economic inequality as well as tackling climate change are increasingly on Canadians’ minds as the pandemic continues to wind down, who see that government is perhaps more ...

Most Canadians expect ‘broad societal transformation’ once pandemic ends, and we’re in for a ‘wild ride,’ says pollster Graves
Disabled people’s organisations have sketched out a 10-year plan – at a cost of up to £18 million – to tackle the “deep and persistent” inequality, marginalisation and discrimination that is ...

Disabled people’s organisations draw up 10-year plan to tackle inequality
The prime minister was challenged that he had failed to set out how to tackle “entrenched inequalities” – after acknowledging 11 years of Tory rule had left many areas poorer than East Germany.

‘Where is the clear strategy to tackle entrenched inequalities?’ prime minister asked – as speech lacks detail
Prime Minister Boris Johnson has promised his ‘levelling up’ agenda to tackle regional inequalities won’t make the rich parts of the country poorer.

Boris Johnson promises his levelling up agenda won't make rich parts of the country poorer by 'decapitating the tall poppies'
Trillions of dollars are needed to transform food systems. While the task might seem unachievable, public development banks have the financial power to make a difference.

Opinion: Public development banks — a bridge to better food systems?
Well-funded and quality universal healthcare must be the legacy of the pandemic: to save lives and better tackle future ... Goal 10 of the 2030 Agenda seeks to “reduce inequality within and ...

How can the world address inequality? 7 experts explain
As pandemic restrictions start to be lifted across the UK, it’s right to celebrate the phenomenal collective effort from the NHS and social care sector that has helped achieve this. Yet despite this ...

Digital technology can help address regional health inequalities
The COVID-19 pandemic is negatively impacting the European Union’s (EU) progress towards achieving the 2030 Agenda and Sustainable Development ... 6.2% in 2020 compared with 2019. Progress in tackling ...

COVID-19 halting EU’s progress towards achieving the SDGs
The 2030 Agenda and its 17 Sustainable Development Goals provide Canada and the world with a framework for an inclusive and resilient recovery that leaves no one behind. In support of Canada’s ongoing ...

Canada reaffirms its commitment to the 2030 Agenda at the United Nations High-level Political Forum on Sustainable Development
South Korea will scale up its “Korean New Deal” stimulus package by making additional investments worth 60 trillion won ($52.2 billion) to nurture human talents for future industries, and improve ...

Korea to add W60tr more to tackle economic polarization by 2025
Boris Johnson's 'levelling up' agenda amounts ... on him to concentrate on tackling the "fundamental weaknesses" in the British economy that drive regional inequality. The Prime Minister was ...

MPs slam Boris Johnson's 'levelling up' agenda as just 'window-dressing and bungs'
LONDON (Reuters) – Prime Minister Boris Johnson on Thursday pledged investment to tackle inequality in parts of Britain ... more power to smaller regions of Britain to speed up an agenda slowed by the ...

Reassuring his party, UK’s Johnson says ‘levelling up’ is a “win-win”
Boris Johnson is this week expected to announce funding for more grassroots sports facilities, as well as measures to boost struggling high streets as part of his vision of a post-Covid Britain.

I'll make Britain fairer for all: Boris Johnson is set to announce more funding for grassroots sports facilities and measures to boost high streets as part of his post-Covid ...
UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson has pledged investment to tackle inequality in parts of Britain ... to smaller regions of Britain to speed up an agenda slowed by the coronavirus (Covid-19 ...

Johnson says UK ‘levelling up’ is a ‘win-win’
The UK prime minister said it was vital to learn from the "mistakes" of the 2008 financial crisis and tackle the "scar" of inequality ... also high on the summit agenda. US President Joe Biden ...

Johnson kicks off G7 with plea to tackle inequality
Health Minister Robin Swann has visited Oasis Caring in Action Centre in Antrim to see the community health development work happening in the area. Oasis Caring in Action has established a partnership ...

Health Minister visits Oasis Caring in Action Centre, Antrim
The New Statesman will host an event on regional development in the aftermath of Covid-19, Brexit and in the context of the government’s “Levelling-up” agenda ... the Liverpool Region LEP on how to ...

UK Covid-19 rates are the highest of any European country after Cyprus
"Canada is committed to moving the 2030 Agenda forward, and tackling head-on the systemic discrimination and socio-economic inequalities that continue to persist. Together we will ensure that everyone ...
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